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Abstract
Since its invention in 1839, photography has been recognized as both an art and a science, linked by the technology through which its images are captured and subsequently preserved. The extent to which art, science, or technology dominates the photographic expression of the image is in the hands of the practitioner but is also influenced by the curious mind and expectations of the viewer. The importance of the photograph's objective is as relevant today as it was for Daguerre and Fox Talbot, both of whom created some of the first photographs taken of scientific subjects. The intent of scientific photography has always been to make images without the photographer's personal biases being unduly evident. From the time of its invention scientists discovered the value of using this highly precise communications tool. Today applications of scientific photography can be found all throughout science but these very same pictures can also routinely be found reproduced in numerous contemporary magazines as well as being displayed in many high end photography galleries and museums as art. Very few technologies can boast of being used both by practicing artists and scientists alike. This talk - Science Images as Art - will explore various themes of this dichotomy as well as sharing the extraordinary photography of a number of contemporary practicing scientific photographers.
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